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 The RF upgrades foreseen during LS2 contribute to
 Improve the beam stability
 Reduce the bunch-by-bunch variability

 Here we concentrate on the effect of transient beam loading responsible of 
bunch-by-bunch variability

 List of RF upgrades and expected impedance gain
 10 MHz cavities (C10)

 Upgrade of the power amplifier (single cavity, full installation during LS2)
> Impedance reduction by factor 2, broad-band

 High frequency cavities 20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz (C20, C40, C80)

 Multi-harmonic feedback (tested on C80, C40, full installation during LS2)
> Impedance reduction -20 dB (factor 10), narrow-band

 High frequency cavities 40 MHz, 80 MHz (C40, C80)
 Optimization of the fast, direct feedback (reduced loop delay with air lines, 

tested on one C80, full installation during LS2)
> Impedance reduction by ~30%, broad-band

List of RF upgrades during LS2

Demonstrated

Expected
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 Transient beam-loading along the batch is responsible of bunch-by-bunch 
variation during the splitting

 The effective rf phase (and voltage) change along the batch
 First bunches are affected the most

 Any impedance reduction (e.g. improved feedbacks) reducing transient 
beam loading will reduce the bunch-by-bunch variation

Transient beam loading and splittings

1x C10 (h=21)
1x C20
2x C40

Transient beam loading before splitting (sim) Bunch intensity variability after splitting (sim)
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 Used on C10 cavities (with impedance 𝑍C)

 Comb filter 𝐻 𝜔 , with delay 𝜏 of 1-turn

 The impedance of the central harmonic is not reduced when the 
cavity is pulsing (resonator filter with opposite gain, actually a notch 
filter in the machine)

 Assumed impedance reduction of -15 dB on first side harmonics 

One-turn delay feedback

𝑍fb 𝜔 =
𝑍C 𝜔

1 + 𝑍𝐶 𝜔 𝐺 𝐻 𝜔 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝜏
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/299470/contributions/686507/
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 Filter modeled with sum of resonators with a resonant frequency set to 
revolution harmonics (not like in reality -> 2−𝑛 lossy integrator)

 The delay is adjusted individually for each harmonic, with 1 turn delay as 
base value (same gain and Q for all resonators)

 The impedance of the central harmonic is not reduced when the cavity is 
pulsing

 Impedance reduction of -20 dB, bandwidth at +3dB from notch of 5 kHz

Multi-harmonic feedback
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𝑍fb 𝜔 =
𝑍C 𝜔

1 + 𝑍𝐶 𝜔 𝐺 σℎ𝐻ℎ 𝜔 𝑒𝑗𝜔𝜏ℎ

https://indico.cern.ch/event/752919/contributions/3119021/
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 Impedance with feedback treated in frequency domain

 Using multi-turn memory for induced voltage, with 140 turns of memory 
(compromise to have good resolution, and reasonable sim time)

 Transient effect along the batch and with long delay (multiple turns) are 
taken into account

 Change in the fast feedback simply done by reducing Rs and Q, keeping Rs/Q 
constant

Implementation in BLonD
Zoom in first turnsFull induced voltage memory

Beam induced voltage
(seen by the beam at 
turn 𝑛)

One turn delay response (kept in 
memory and added to beam 
induced voltage the next turn)
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 Example of beam loading before double splittings with no long delay FB

Induced voltage in sim without long delay FB
Induced voltage at first turn After 140 turns

No FB
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 Example of beam loading before double splittings with long delay FB on 
harmonics except the central ones

Induced voltage in sim with long delay FB
Induced voltage at first turn After 140 turns

With FB

Reduction in amplitude
Reduction of transient along 
the batch

No imp. reduction on 
harmonics where 
cavities are pulsing
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 Example of beam loading before double splittings with long delay FB on all 
harmonics, even the central harmonics

Induced voltage in sim with long delay FB
Induced voltage at first turn After 140 turns

With FB,
if all 

harmonics 
were 

treated

Very small amplitude
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 Transient beam-loading in C10 (h=21), C20 (h=42), C40 (h=84)

 The RF phases at h=42 and h=84 are adjusted to minimize the bunch-
by-bunch variation in intensity, but first bunches still affected by 
transient

Transient beam loading for double splittings

1x C10 (h=21)
1x C20
2x C40

Transient beam loading before splitting (sim) Bunch intensity variability after splitting (sim)



Double splittings simulation setup
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 Same initial bunch length/profile as in measurements (using Abel 
transform), nominal beam with 72 bunches

 Optimization of the phase 𝜙20 and 𝜙40 to minimize spread in bunch 
intensity (using COBYLA algorithm)

𝜙20 = 𝜙20,err
𝜙40 = 2𝜙20 + 𝜙40,err

Parameter optimization and convergenceRelevant parameters for double splittings
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Criterion for bunch-by-bunch spread

 The maximum acceptable bunch-by-bunch variation in operation is ±10% (i.e. 20% total spread) at 
extraction, as it was measured in 2018 at LIU beam intensity

 The spread is usually lower for nominal beam intensity, around ± 6 − 8% measured in the LHC 
(https://indico.cern.ch/event/774181/contributions/3218339/)

 In simulations the selected criterion is

±
2𝜎

𝜇
< 20%

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation and 𝜇 is the mean bunch intensity/length

Intensity spread (measured) Bunch length spread (measured)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/774181/contributions/3218339/attachments/1795344/2927896/SLIDESlogo.pdf


Uncontrolled emittance blow-up with 2xC80
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 Simulations were done with the present PS impedance model 
(https://gitlab.cern.ch/longitudinal-impedance/PS)

 The selected feedbacks are the one available before LS2 
 1TFB on 10 MHz cavities
 MHFB on 80 MHz cavities

Intensity spread Bunch length spread

https://gitlab.cern.ch/longitudinal-impedance/PS


Uncontrolled emittance blow-up with 2xC80
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 Around ∼ 2.3 × 1011 p/b -> threshold for uncontrolled emittance blow-up in 
reasonable agreement with the operational experience

 The One-turn delay feedback has little influence on the quality of the 
splitting and does not help for the uncontrolled blow-up

 The MHFB on C80 allows to push the threshold by ~10% to bring the LIU 
beam intensity within reach with fair beam quality, as in the machine

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Uncontrolled emittance blow-up with 3xC80
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 Adding the impedance of the third 80 MHz cavity, tuned to ion frequency, 
lowers the threshold of uncontrolled emittance blow-up down to ∼ 2.3 ×
1011 p/b

 Adding the MHFB to the 80 MHz cavities pushes back the threshold above 
LIU intensity

 Simulations are reproducing the same observations as in operation

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Best achievable double splitting after LS2
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 Assuming no change in impedance due to the fast feedback and 
adding the MHFB for all high frequency cavities

 New amplifier on C10, reduction of impedance by factor 2

 Acceptable spread even > 3.0 × 1011 p/b, leaving good margin

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Benefits of improved fast feedback on C40
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 Improving the fast feedback for the 40 MHz has little influence on the 
bunch intensity spread but gradually improves the bunch length 
spread

 The optimal phase setting for bunch length and intensity spread is 
different, further impedance reduction would allow to reduce the 
need to find a compromise between intensity/length optimization

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Benefits of improved fast feedback on C80
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 Improving the fast feedback for the 80 MHz cavities (with MHFB 
enabled) does not change the quality of the beam

 The influence of the transient beam loading in 80 MHz cavities during 
bunch rotation need to be evaluated

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Transient beam loading for triple splitting
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 Transient beam-loading all in C10 in different harmonic groups (h=7, 14, 21)

The phase at h=14 and h=21 is adjusted to have symmetric splitting
 The amplitude at h=14 is adjusted to have enough intensity in the 

central part

 As for double splittings first bunches are still affected by transient

Transient beam loading before splitting Bunch intensity variability after splitting



Triple splitting simulations setup
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𝜙ℎ14 = 𝜙ℎ14,err
𝜙ℎ21 = 𝜙ℎ21,err
𝑉ℎ14 = 𝛼ℎ14,err ⋅ 𝑉ℎ14,prog

𝛼ℎ14,err

Relevant parameters for triple splitting

 Same initial bunch length/profile as in measurements (using Abel 
transform), nominal beam with 72 bunches

 Optimization of the phase 𝜙ℎ14, 𝜙ℎ21 and 𝑉ℎ14 to minimize spread in 
bunch intensity (using COBYLA algorithm)

Parameter optimization and convergence



Best achievable triple splitting before LS2
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 Using the 1TFB on C10 with variable gain.

 The quality of the splitting is greatly improved by using the 1TFB, even with 
less impedance reduction than -15 dB

 However, the bunch length variation is not changed according to simulations. 
Like for the double splittings, the optimal phase setting is not the same 
depending on if we optimize intensity/length spread

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Best achievable triple splitting after LS2
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 The upgraded power amplifier on the 10 MHz cavities will reduce the shunt 
impedance by a factor 2

 The quality of the triple splitting is improved and the spread in bunch length 
is reduced, with the same justification as the double splittings

 For all intensities, we are below the ±10% variation criterion with sufficient 
margin

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Transient beam loading with Finemet and FB
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Assuming 
ideal double 

splittings

 The effect of the Finemet cavity impedance is noticeable in operation  > need to 
change the settings for the triple splitting

 However, no noticeable degradation of the splitting quality in operation

 The present Finemet impedance model in simulations degrades the bunch spread 
for the first bunches in an unreasonable extent

 The transient effect seems to “sum” with the compensation of the 1TFB. This will be 
further investigated



Bunch intensity/length distribution
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 Combining double and triple splittings, by simply multiplying the relative change in 
intensity/bunch length -> assumes that both splittings are totally independent in terms 
of optimization and that no change in bunch-by-bunch variation occur during the ramp

 With the LS2 RF upgrades, the beam quality is expected to be significantly improved and 
well below the ±10% variation criterion in intensity, and around ±10% in bunch length

 The optimization was done to only minimize the bunch intensity variation, a better 
compromise could be found depending on the needs of downstream machines 
(especially for PS->SPS transfer)

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Conclusions and next steps
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 The beam quality was already demonstrated to be sufficiently good in 2018, with 
only partial RF upgrade in place

 The remaining upgrades are expected to further reduce the intensity spread and 
reproducibility, and simulations showed that we should remain well below ±10% of 
spread in bunch intensity and bunch length

 The influence of the Finemet cavity impedance was shown to degrade the splitting 
for the first bunches to a larger extent than expected in the real machine
-> The impedance contribution of the Finemet will be further checked

 The implementation of feedbacks in tracking simulations will be continued, to 
implement filters as close a possible to the actual implementation

 The use of optimizers was tested in great extent and was demonstrated to be 
reliable in simulation, this will be followed-up for intelligent optimization

 Next steps: 
bunch rotation optimization with transient beam loading (80 MHz cavities)
beam instability along the ramp with RF upgrades



Finemet impedance model
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 Impedance of a single cell, to be multiplied by 6

 Fitted with resonators, keeping the constraint that the resistive impedance should 
remain positive

 Impedance model presently in the has higher impedance than in [1]
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1742165/files/CERN-ACC-2014-0113.pdf

 The impedance of the present model is also less flat in the range 1MHz -> 10 MHz than in 
[1]

[1]

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1742165/files/CERN-ACC-2014-0113.pdf


Best achievable double splitting after LS2
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 Assuming no change in impedance due to the fast feedback

 Adding the MHFB on all high frequency cavities

 New amplifier on C10, reduction of impedance by factor 2

 Acceptable spread up to ∼ 3.0 × 1011 p/b, leaving good margin

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Benefits of improved fast feedback on C40
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 Improving the fast feedback for the 40 MHz has little influence on the 
bunch intensity spread but gradually improves the bunch length 
spread.

 The optimal phase setting for bunch length and intensity spread is 
different. Further impedance reduction would allow to reduce the 
need to find a compromise between intensity/length optimization.

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Benefits of improved fast feedback on C80
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 Improving the fast feedback for the 80 MHz cavities (with MHFB 
enabled) does not change the quality of the beam

 The influence of the transient beam loading in 80 MHz cavities during 
bunch rotation need to be evaluated

Intensity spread Bunch length spread



Improved fast feedback and phase setting
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 The phase setting for the 40 MHz cavities changes as expected by 
reducing the shunt impedance

 No effect of the impedance reduction of the 80 MHz cavities on the 
splitting (with MHFB active)



Best achievable triple splitting after LS2
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Intensity spread Bunch length spread

 The new power amplifier on the 10 MHz cavities is expected to reduce the shunt impedance by a 
factor 2

 The quality of the triple splitting is improved and the spread in bunch length is reduced, with the 
same justification as the double splittings.

 The effect of the Finemet cavity in simulations is surprising. Using the 1TFB including the Finemet
cavity impedance is simulations makes the splitting worse than without the 1TFB

 Nevertheless, we are still below the ±10% variation criterion for the LIU intensity, even in this 
pessimistic scenario



Bunch intensity/length distribution
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Intensity spread Bunch length spread

 Combining double and triple splittings, by simply multiplying the relative change in 
intensity/bunch length.

 This assumes that both splittings are totally independent in terms of optimization 
and that no change in bunch-by-bunch variation occur during the ramp.

 The Finemet cavity impedance degrades the beam quality. An accurate 
representation of the Finemet cavity is required. Nevertheless, even in this 
pessimistic scenario we would still be within the ±10% variation criterion. 


